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Genetic drift

Allele frequencies in a population uctuate due to chance

The smaller the population, the stronger the inuence of chance

Drift pushes allele frequencies in arbitrary directions

In multi-allele systems, drift acts to reduce diversity, measured as:

{ number of alleles
{ heterozygosity
{ average di�erence between individuals



Populations of size 25



Populations of size 100



Wright-Fisher population model

Population size N is constant through time.

Each individual gets replaced every generation.

Next generation is drawn randomly from a large gamete pool.

Only genetic drift and mutation a�ect the allele frequencies.

We are disregarding aside selection and gene ow for now.



Wright-Fisher population model

Population size remains constant; mutations occur at random.



Wright-Fisher population model

All individuals contribute to a large gamete pool which forms the next
generation.



Wright-Fisher population model

Modern-day individuals are the endpoint of a random process among their
ancestors.



Wright-Fisher population model

Linages form a branching tree.



Drift versus mutation

Drift tends to remove alleles from the population

Mutation re-introduces alleles

When 2Nu >> 1 the population will usually be polymorphic

When 2Nu << 1 the population will usually be monomorphic (�xed)



E�ective population size

The Wright-Fisher population is highly idealized

Real populations can vary from it due to:

{ Unequal reproductive success
{ Overlapping generations
{ Unbalanced sex ratios
{ Non-constant population size
{ Natural selection
{ Gene ow

\E�ective population size" is a way to relate a real population to its
idealized Wright-Fisher counterpart



E�ective population size

Key e�ect of population size is on variance in allele frequencies

If the same variance arises, the behavior will be similar, even if the census
(head-count) population size is di�erent

E�ective population size: size of a Wright-Fisher population of the same
variance



E�ective population size: examples

Suppose a diploid population is size 100 in generation 1 and size 1000 in
generation 2

What Wright-Fisher population has the same variance?

1

Ne

= (
1

N1
+

1

N2
)=2 = 181:8

This is the harmonic mean, and is closer to the low value than the high
one

Cycling populations have genetic variation closer to what would be
expected for their rare state than their common state

Conservation implication: Genetic variation is lost rapidly when a
population is small and does not recover as fast when the population is
large



E�ective population size: examples

Suppose that all females reproduce, but only a small proportion of males

A dairy herd might consist of 100 cows and 1 bull

What Wright-Fisher population has the same variance?

1

Ne

�
4NfNm

Nf +Nm

= 3:96

Genetic drift is very powerful here due to the overwhelming e�ect of the
bull's particular genetic composition



The Coalescent

Sewall Wright showed that the probability
that 2 gene copies come from the same
gene copy in the preceding generation is

Prob (two genes share a parent) =
1

2N



The Coalescent

Present

Past

In every generation, there is a chance of 1=2N to coalesce. Following the
sampled lineages through generations backwards in time we realize that it
follows a geometric distribution with

E(u) = 2N [the expectation of the time of coalescence u of two tips is 2N ]



The Coalescent

JFC Kingman generalized this for k gene
copies.

Prob (k copies are reduced to k � 1 copies) =
k(k � 1)

4N



Kingman's n-coalescent

Present

Past



Kingman's n-coalescent

Present

Past

u4

u3

u2

p(GjN) =
Q

i exp(�ui
k(k�1)
4N ) 1

2N

The expectation for the time
interval uk is

E(uk) =
4N

k(k � 1)



The � parameter

The n-coalescent is de�ned in terms of Ne and time.

We cannot measure time just by looking at genes, though we can measure
divergence.

We rescale the equations in terms of Ne, time, and the mutation rate �.

We can no longer estimate Ne but only the composite parameter �.

� = 4Ne� in diploids.



What is this coalescent thing good for?



Utopian population size estimator

We get the correct genealogy from an infallible oracle

We know that we can calculate p(GenealogyjN)



Utopian population size estimator

We get the correct genealogy from an infallible oracle

We remember the probability calculation

p(GjN) = p(u1jN; k)
1

2N
� p(u2jN; k� 1)

1

2N
� :::::



Utopian population size estimator

We get the correct genealogy from an infallible oracle

We remember the probability calculation

p(GenealogyjN) =

TY

j

e�uj
kj(kj�1)

4N
1

2N



Utopian population size estimator



Utopian population size estimator



Utopian population size estimator

N = 2270

N = 12286



Lack of infallible oracles

We assume we know the true genealogy including branch lengths

We don't really know that

We probably can't even infer it:

{ Tree inference is hard in general
{ Population data usually doesn't have enough information for good tree

inference



Non-likelihood use of coalescent

Summary statistics

{ Watterson's estimator of �
{ FST (estimates � and/or migration rate)
{ Hudson's and Wakeley's estimators of recombination rate

Known-tree methods

{ UPBLUE (Yang)
{ Skyline plots (Strimmer, Pybus, Rambaut)

These methods are conceptually easy, but not always powerful, and they
are di�cult to extend to complex cases.



Parameter estimation using maximum likelihood

Mutation model: Steal a likelihood model from phylogeny inference

Population genetics model: the Coalescent



Parameter estimation using maximum likelihood

L(�) = P (Dataj�)



Parameter estimation using maximum likelihood

L(�) = P (Dataj�) =
X

G

P (DatajG)P (Gj�)



Parameter estimation using maximum likelihood

L(�) = P (Dataj�) =
X

G

P (DatajG)P (Gj�)

P (DatajG) comes from a mutational model



Parameter estimation using maximum likelihood

L(�) = P (Dataj�) =
X

G

P (DatajG)P (Gj�)

P (Gj�) comes from the coalescent



Parameter estimation using maximum likelihood

L(�) = P (Dataj�) =
X

G

P (DatajG)P (Gj�)

P
G

is a problem



Can we calculate this sum over all genealogies?

Tips Topologies

3 3

4 18

5 180

6 2700

7 56700

8 1587600

9 57153600

10 2571912000

15 6958057668962400000

20 564480989588730591336960000000

30 4368466613103069512464680198620763891440640000000000000

40 30273338299480073565463033645514572000429394320538625017078887219200000000000000000

50 3.28632 � 10112

100 1.37416 � 10284



A solution: Markov chain Monte Carlo

If we can't sample all genealogies, could we try a random sample?

{ Not really.

How about a sample which focuses on good ones?

{ What is a good genealogy?
{ How can we �nd them in such a big search space?



A solution: Markov chain Monte Carlo

Metropolis recipe

0. �rst state

1. perturb old state and calculate
probability of new state

2. test if new state is better than
old state: accept if ratio of new
and old is larger than a random
number between 0 and 1.

3. move to new state if accepted
otherwise stay at old state

4. go to 1



How do we change a genealogy?

z
A B

C D

1

2
j

k



What is the e�ective population size of red drum?

Red drum, Sciaenops ocellatus, are large �sh found in the Gulf of Mexico.

Turner, Wares, and Gold
Genetic e�ective size is three orders of magnitude smaller than adult census
size in an abundant, estuarine-dependent marine �sh
Genetics 162:1329-1339 (2002)



What is the e�ective population size of red drum?

Census population size: 3,400,000

E�ective population size: ?

Data set:

{ 8 microsatellite loci

{ 7 populations

{ 20 individuals per population



What is the e�ective population size of red drum?

Three approaches:

1. Allele frequency uctuation from year to year

Measures current population size
May be sensitive to short-term uctuations

2. Coalescent estimate from Migrate

Measures long-term harmonic mean of population size
May reect past bottlenecks or other long-term e�ects

3. Demographic models

Attempt to infer genetic size from census size
Vulnerable to errors in demographic model
Not well established for long-lived species with high reproductive
variability



What is the e�ective population size of red drum?

Estimates:

Census size (N): 3,400,000
Allele frequency method (Ne): 3,516 (1,785-18,148)
Coalescent method (Ne): 1,853 (317-7,226)

The demographic model can be made consistent with these only by assuming
enormous variance in reproductive success among individuals.



What is the e�ective population size of red drum?

Allele frequency estimators measure current size

Coalescent estimators measure long-term size

Conclusion: population size and structure have been stable



What is the e�ective population size of red drum?

E�ective population size at least 1000 times smaller than census

This result was highly surprising

Red drum has the genetic liabilities of a rare species



What was the long-term population size of gray whales?

Alter, Rynes and Palumbi (2007) DNA evidence for historic population size
and past ecosystem impacts of gray whales. PNAS 104: 15162-15167.



What was the long-term population size of gray whales?

How many gray whales pre-whaling?

Whaling ship records not conclusive

Recent slowing of the observed growth rate may suggest recovery

Molecular data an alternative source of information



What was the long-term population size of gray whales?

10 loci:

{ 7 autosomal
{ 2 X-linked
{ 1 mtDNA

Complex mutational model with rate variation among loci

Complex population model with subdivision and copy number

Complex demographic model relating Ncensus to Ne



What was the long-term population size of gray whales?



What was the long-term population size of gray whales?

Locus n Estimated N
Aut ACTA 72 162,625

BTN 72 76,369
CP 76 77,319
ESO 72 272,320
FGG 72 180,730
LACTAL 72 44,410
WT1 80 51,972

X G6PD 30 2,769
PLP 52 92,655

mtDNA Cytb 42 107,778
All data 96,400 (78,500-117,700)
Current census 18,000-29,000
Previous models 19,480-35,430



What was the long-term population size of gray whales?

Important conservation implications

E�ect on ecosystem signi�cant:

{ Resuspension of up to 700 million cubic meters sediment
{ (12 Yukon Rivers worth)
{ Food for 1 million sea birds

If accepted, result suggests halving gray whale kill rate

Broadly similar results for minke, humpback, and �n whales



Conclusions

E�ective population size has a complex relationship with census size

Estimating Ne can:

{ Give insight into census size, if demographic model is good (gray
whales)

{ Give insight into demographic model (red drum)
{ Predict standing levels of genetic variation
{ Predict response of genetic variation to changes in population structure

Since Ne determines rate of drift, it's critical in assessing whether drift
can overcome:

{ Natural selection (drift dominates when 4Nes << 1)
{ Gene ow (populations diverge when 4Nem << 1)
{ Mutation (variation disappears when 4Ne� << 1)


